Envisioned by the Climate Justice Alliance, Just Transition is a framework focused on shifting
from an extractive economy to a regenerative economy. As we emerge from a year of
intense COVID restrictions, we know this moment must be a pivot toward the just transition
necessary to address the growing climate crisis and repair generations of extraction and
environmental harm to communities of color.
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Holding our family
and organizing
lineage in all its
complexity and
tensions — and
connecting to our
personal purpose
in this work

At our May 2021 Actualizing Equity event we discussed just transition with Janiece
Watts (Fresh Energy), Sam Grant (MN350), Robert Blake (Solar Bear), mk nguyen (Nexus
Community Partners) and Emilia Gonzalez Avalos (Unidos MN).

Understanding the historic and current
leadership of indigenous peoples in
stewarding the earth, recognizing the
powerful role of tribal nations in this
struggle and honoring and acting to
uphold indigenous treaty rights as a
critical to the path of mutual liberation
Acting as good ancestors
by moving beyond quarterly
thinking to a mindset that
forecasts and safeguards
the thriving of our kin seven
generations in the future —
and valuing our relationships,
to our human and other-thanhuman relatives, above profit

Paying attention to how
we are acting as good
relatives to all people
—not just those closest
to us but also front line
workers on projects that
are causing harm

Prioritizing and
ensuring dignified,
sustainable, living
wage work to
the people and
communities most
impacted by injustice

Engaging in personal
investigation and practices to
heal the patterns and toxicity
of the extractive economy
in our bodies to create the
conditions to work in radical
solidarity across borders
and identities toward the
abolition of all systems of
oppression
Cultivating and living
into deep democracy
Radically reframing our orientation to
in our political systems
our other-than-human co-habitants
to actualize the
of this earth — plants and animals,
self-determination
waters and minerals — to recognize
and direction from
them, not as natural resources, but as
community, not
beloved relatives and recognizing the
investors or the elite.
interconnection of genocide and ecocide

Creating
a Just
Transition

Just Transition Resources

Paths toward a
Just Transition
The Red Deal: Indigenous Action to
Save Our Earth
“The Red Deal is a program for Indigenous
liberation, life, and land—an affirmation
that colonialism and capitalism must be
overturned for this planet to be habitable for
human and other-than-human relatives to live
dignified lives.”

The Red, Black and Green New Deal
“The RBG New Deal puts Black liberation
at the center of the climate struggle, and
addresses the impact of climate change and
environmental racism on Black communities,
proposing immediate actions to fortify Black
people from the uniquely racist practices of
the fossil-fuel industry.”
Climate Justice Alliance

Indigenous Environmental Network

Movement Generation

Just Transition Principles

Indigenous Principles of
Just Transition

A Strategic Framework for a
Just Transition

The Indigenous Environmental
Network compiled a set of
Indigenous-based principles
outlining what Just Transition
means to Indigenous peoples
on Turtle Island, drawing on the
contributions of the many tribal
voices of Indigenous Peoples that
came to the Protecting Mother
Earth Conferences from 1990 to
2010, and focused in three areas:
Responsibility and Relationships,
Sovereignty, and Transformation
for Action.

Offered in English and Spanish,
this zine is a 32-page long training
tool that offers a framework for
a fair shift to an economy that is
ecologically sustainable, equitable
and just for all its members, full
of visuals, stand-alone sections,
and curriculum ideas. In 2020,
Movement Generation also
offered “Course Correction,” a
virtual course focused on just
transition and the COVID-19
crisis; the recordings and materials
are available online here.

Recognizing the contributions of
the Principles of Environmental
Justice and Jemez Principles for
Democratic Organizing, the
Just Transition principles are
an attempt to consolidate and
synthesize various Just Transition
principles from among Climate
Justice Alliance members and
allies, built off the deep work and
discussions. Understanding that
Just Transition will look different
in different places, CJA believes a
core set of shared principles can
strengthen our collective work.

MN: Just Solar Returning Citizens
Initiative
This initiative supported by Solar Bear
trains formerly incarcerated people in solar
installation and site evaluation, challenging
the prison-industrial complex by providing
solutions for a renewable future that improve
the lives of returning citizens, and the public.

MN: Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Relatives
This initiative of MN350 is combating the
epidemic of missing and murdered indigenous
women, girls, and relatives through education
and outreach aimed at informing neighbors
and lawmakers about the epidemic — and
providing pathways to solutions.

Learn more and download resources from past events at thealliancetc.org/actualizing-equity

